The training started as per schedule at 2 pm.

The men and women were taken on a village tour where they were briefed on the Karavan Swissopak Chulah built across several households in the village. The trainees were also shown the different variations of the same Chulah.

The training was held by HF’s Project Coordinator, Naheem Shah, the Lead Trainer, Sumaira Batool and the Moak Village Trainer Meerzadi at the Karavan Training Centre.

A Practical Field session comprised of step by step construction of the Karavan Swissopak Chulah. The trainees were shown how to layout the Chulah and excavate. The importance of use of Lime was emphasised to ensure the stove can withstand floods and heavy rains.

A total no. of 21 participants were present at the training. A few people from other villages of Mirpur Khas were also present amongst the local participants.

The chosen Village Master Trainers are Shamo and Champa from Sanjar Khalkheli; Daya, Lasho and Ramish from Dewan Goth; Sita and Lal Jee from Dayo Patel.